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The Guardian Fashion Illustrator Award :Winner
(Illustration & Fashion Report Submission)

Judges
Judy Rumbold - The Guardian (Fashion Editor)
Brenda Polan - The Guardian (Woman’s Pages Editor) 
Sally Brampton - Elle Magazine (Editor -in Chief) 
Betty Jackson - International Fashion Designer 
Issey Miyake - International Fashion Designer 
Colin Barnes - Fashion Illustrator 
Terry Hennessey - International Wool Secretariat (President)

Public perceptions of an industry rely heavily on the quality of the specialist press which reports on it. So the results 
of the Guardian / IWS Young Fashion Writer and Illustrator Competition are good news for the fashion industry. The 
number of talented and very professional young people who entered both sections indicates that its future is in good 
hands.
The judges, Terry Hennessey, London branch director of the International Wool Secretariat, the designer Betty 
Jackson, Sally Brampton, editor-in-chief of Elle magazine, the illustrator Colin Barnes, the Guardian’s fashion editor 
Judy Rumbold, and the editor of the woman’s pages, Brenda Polan, finally agreed to award the prize of a working trip 
to Japan;Guardian / IWS Young Fashion Writer; Nilgin Yusuf, who is 21 and in her final year at St. Martin’s College of 
Art London.  She was joint winner of the Vogue Talent Competition and will pursue a career as a fashion journalist.
Guardian / IWS Young Fashion Illustrator: Andrea Byrne who is 25 and studied fashion design at Liverpool 
Polytechnic before working in community arts and illustration. She intends to focus on fashion illustration. 

Intelligent Being
Andrea Byrne

In keeping with our ‘Look But Don’t Touch’ attitude to the unhealthy state of affairs in the sexual field, sensuality more 
than ever is being displayed in our clothing. Summer saw the curvaceous figure a la Beatrice Dallé and the story still 
continues for the autumn. Gone are the monochromatic baggy styles and in is the stylish equestrian tailored with 
rural colours. Traditionality is vogue with a vengeance and is reflected not only in fashion but also in warm interiors 
and long lasting relationships. The protagonist for autumn is familiarity – but it does not breed contempt. It has been 
led out from the wings, dusted off and viewed through a more exciting eye. Intelligence is the main fashion accessory 
for the autumn – so if you can’t wear the wealth on your body make sure all the assets are in your head.                                               


